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Abstract 
 
A common issue with Toyota pickups from the 1980’s is the factory braking system is not 
responsive enough for the driver to properly brake during an emergency situation. The cause of 
the poor response in braking comes from the drum brakes that are on the rear of the vehicle. 
Aftermarket vendors offered disc brake conversions that change the brakes on the rear axle from 
drum to disc. The aftermarket brackets that are in the conversion are thick and bulky adding 
excess weight to the already heavy pickup. These thick brackets in the conversion do not retain 
the factory emergency brake which is required to maintain proper functionality.  
To remedy the issue, a set of brackets were designed around the use of Ford Mustang calipers 
and Mitsubishi Montero rotors in order to retain the factory emergency brake and to maintain the 
correct wheel lug pattern. In order to reduce the bulk of the brackets, stress analysis was 
performed on the bracket design to find the minimum allowable thickness. This was performed 
over multiple materials to use different thicknesses. Once a thickness was calculated for each 
material, it was reevaluated to ensure that the brackets would not deflect more than what the 
tolerance allowed.  
 With brackets designed and built, they will be tested on the test vehicle where the deflection of 
the bracket will be recorded and compared to the .005” tolerance. The calculations that were 
performed prove the vehicle will safely stop in the specified distance of 75ft. from 40 mph. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Motivation: 
The design of the braking system on Toyota pickup trucks from 1979-1995 have drum brakes on 
the rear axle. These trucks are very popular off-road vehicles and the rear brakes lack the 
stopping power in which many desire. When these trucks are used off-road the drums tend to fill 
with mud which can dangerously decrease the braking efficiency of the truck.  
Currently there are brackets on the market which adapt disc brakes to the rear, but none of the 
aftermarket solutions incorporate a caliper that ties into the factory emergency brake system. 
Most manufactures of these brackets advocate adding a transfer case emergency brake which can 
be more expensive than the disc brake conversion itself. From many reviews this much smaller 
emergency brake does not withstand the weight of the vehicle and allows the vehicle to roll even 
when the emergency brake is applied.  
The aftermarket industry plays off of the philosophy that bigger must be better. Many of the 
companies claim that their 3/8” thick steel plate is the only way to go and that anything that is 
smaller in design is inherently weaker. As stated by sky manufacturing, there is only .003in. 
tolerance on these brackets, which required us to start by laser cutting .375 (3/8ths) steel
5
. In an 
engineering sense why add unnecessary weight or bulk when it is not needed? For the brackets 
that are being designed different materials will be viewed to see if another material such as 
aluminum which is lighter than steel can hold up to the abuse. Many of the aftermarket hot-rod 
disc brake conversions employ aluminum in their bracket design where high speed braking is the 
norm.  
If these hot-rod manufactures can use aluminum in their design, then there is no reason 
aluminum or another type of material can be used on an off-road application.   
Function Statement: 
This bracket will accommodate a brake caliper that has an integrated emergency brake that will 
tie into the existing emergency brake system. The brackets that are being designed will be just as 
compact as the original drum brake system. The weight of the bracket, drum, rotor, and caliper 
assembly will weigh less than the factory system. When the disc brake system is employed on 
the truck it will stop the truck in a shorter distance than it previously would have with the drum 
brakes. By nature of design the disc brake system will also not retain the mud on the braking 
surface in which the old system previously had. 
Requirements:  
Each bracket that will mount to the axle and retain the caliper assembly must… 
 Weigh less than .5 pounds per each side of the axle. 
 It must be universal to allow use on either side of the axle and ease of installation 
for the final user (no cutting or welding to install brackets, only need simple hand 
tools to bolt on the brackets).  
  Not deflect more than .005” in a lateral direction parallel with the braking action 
when the brakes are fully applied. 
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 Not deflect more than .002” when the emergency brake is applied in the axis 
perpendicular to the bracket. 
 Hold the vehicle (3500 lb) when parked on a 30 degree incline and parking brake 
is set. 
 Allow use of a common caliper and rotor combination that can be purchased at 
any auto parts store. 
 Ease to install rotors and calipers with removal of the axle when regular 
maintenance is required.  
 Allow rotor and caliper to fit within a 15” rim. 
 Be machined in less than 5hrs per bracket. 
 Bent up to specification in less than 30 minutes. 
 Cost less than 40 dollars in raw material per side. 
Scope: 
 For this project the focus will only be on the brackets themselves, three brackets of each 
material will be produced. One bracket from each material will be tested possibly to the point of 
failure. For this project steel and aluminum will be the test materials. For steel A-1008 will be 
used and for the aluminum version 6061-T6 aluminum will be used. The initial phase of the 
project will use A-1008 steel and A-36 steel will be used on the phase II section. The reasoning 
for the 6061-T6 aluminum is that it is one of the more common alloys that can be purchased and 
provides good strength qualities. The modulus of elasticity is 400 KSI less than 7075-T6 
aluminum but is half the cost of 7075-T6.  
Engineering Merit: 
In order for the brackets to be as light as possible and still maintain rigidity, some equations must 
be employed. In order to begin calculating how thick the bracket must be the force the vehicle 
exerts on the tires must first be calculated using F*d = ½ m*v
2
[7].
 
This equation gives the force 
exerted on the tires from the braking action that is performed and is source from the engineering 
mechanics: Dynamics textbook by Hibbler. To find the force on the bracket itself, the equations 
of equilibrium will be used to find the maximum force on the caliper bracket at the outside edge 
and any moment that would occur at the mounting point (axle mounting location).  
With these forces known the stress concentration in the material can be calculated using σnom= 
σmax / Kt [2]. This can only be performed once the stress concentration factor is calculated using 
Kt= d/w [2]. After the stress concentration factor is calculated the nominal stress can be 
calculated. Using the nominal stress concentration equation, the thickness of the material can be 
determined using t= P/ (width *σnom) [2]. The thickness of the material will be optimized using 
this equation which correlates to weight savings. The deflection of the bracket will be measured 
using γ =τ/G [2] which will state weather the bracket thickness will stay below the maximum 
deflection. All of these equations are being sourced from the static and mechanics of materials 
fourth edition by Hibbler.  
Success Criteria:  
To quantify phase one of the rear disc brake brackets as a success, they must be able to be bolted 
on to the axle using only hand tools without the need to weld or modify the brackets to fit. The 
bracket must then be able to support the shearing action that the calipers will place on the bracket 
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when the brakes are applied. The stamp of approval will only be given to the brackets after 12 
repeated cycles of braking from 40 miles per hour to zero in 75 feet. While the brackets must 
withstand this braking scenario, they must also comply to the deflection requirements that it must 
not deflect more than .005in. in the parallel direction with the rotor and .002in. in the 
perpendicular direction to the rotor. If the brackets pass the physical braking test and the 
deflection test they can be considered as a success. From this point the list of requirements that 
are stated above can be considered secondary success criteria. As long as the brackets pass the 
initial success criteria they can be redesigned further to meet the secondary success criteria (i.e. 
reduction of machine time and costs.)  
DESIGN & ANALYSIS 
Approach: 
To ensure the use of the factory emergency brake, a caliper with a pull style emergency brake 
incorporated into the caliper must be used. The Toyota emergency braking system pulls 
perpendicular to the drum brake system to actuate the emergency brake in which the brake 
caliper needed to do the same. After research, the aftermarket calipers such as Wilwood, SSBC, 
and Baer, all come in at prices much higher than the budget and most did not have an 
incorporated emergency brake and relied on a small drum assembly within the rotor hat to 
actuate the emergency brake. After looking at stock manufacture braking systems it was found 
that calipers from a Ford Mustang incorporate a side pull emergency brake. For the rotors both 
Toyota and Mitsubishi share the same lug nut bolt patterns and the Montero rotors slide over the 
rear axle flange without modification. Once the calipers are procured then the rotor size and 
offset will be selected to best fit the Toyota axles and offset needed to mount the caliper to the 
axle. Figure 1. Below is an image of the initial idea for the design of the caliper bracket that will 
be designed for this project. 
 
Figure 1 
Benchmark: 
Currently on the market there are different varieties of disc brake brackets that allow a swap 
from rear drum brakes to disc. None of these brackets on the market, (Sky Manufacturing, trail 
gear, Davez Offroad) have provisions to retain the factory emergency brake system, each 
requires either the use of factory Toyota rotors and calipers behind the axle flange (This makes 
changing out rotors a nuisance in the fact that the whole axle must be removed in order to change 
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the rotors) or rely on Chevrolet rotors and calipers which do not have the provisions for a 
parking brake. The use of a transfer case style emergency brake is required to maintain the 
emergency brake, Sky Manufacturing conveniently sells this also at a cost of 289.00 dollars (part 
number: TOY-TCEB-001) [5]. Figure 2 below is an image of the Trail Gear disc brake swap kit 
(part number: 140250-1-KIT) [4] that use Chevrolet rotors and calipers. It will be noted that this 
is a near complete kit with the necessities to do a disc brake conversion. The kit from Trail gear 
is missing a proportioning valve in order to properly adjust the rear braking bias. The Trail 
Gear disc brake swap kit will be used as the benchmark for this project. From this image it 
can be noted that there is no provision for an emergency brake on the rotor or caliper itself. It is 
noted in the instructions that there are no provisions for an emergency brake either and the 
reliance on a line lock or transfer case emergency brake is required. According to trail gear one 
of the goals in mind was strength, and that they start with 3/8ths in. CNC laser cut caliper 
brackets [4].
 
 
Figure 2 
 
Scope of Testing and Evaluation: 
For the scope of testing these brackets, the thickness of the material will be evaluated. The 
thickness of the brackets dictates a few of the requirements that have been presented. The weight 
of the bracket is directly related to the thickness of the material and also to the material alloy 
itself. The deflections in both parallel and perpendicular planes to the bracket are dictated by the 
stress in the bracket which directly correlates to the thickness of material that is used.  
Analysis: 
It should be noted that originally 1020 hot rolled steel was selected as the material of choice for 
the steel rendition. After further searching it shall be noted that the 1020 steel was not available 
in the size that was required for the project, so A-1008 steel was used as the replacement 
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material. The following analysis is a representation of the steps that were taken to calculate the 
thickness required for the brackets. The spreadsheet analysis for the A-1008 steel will be 
included in appendix A-15. 
 
To start off the analysis the force on the caliper bracket from a braking scenario. The curb weight 
of the vehicle was approximated to be 3500 lbs. The truck needed to stop in 75ft from a speed of 
40 miles per hour. The equation that was used to calculate the force on the bracket was taken 
from the textbook that was required in technical dynamics. F*d = ½ m*v
2
 [7] after working 
through the equation the resulting force on the outside edge of the tire was 2500 lbs (Refer to 
appendix A-1).   
From here the force on the bracket can be calculated using ∑ma = F*d [2], this equation was 
sourced from the statics and strengths and materials text book. After working from the outside 
edge of the tire to the moment about the axle, the force on the bracket itself was 9851 lbs (Refer 
to appendix A-2). This value though is for the force of the entire vehicle on one caliper. This is a 
safety factor of 4 for the bracket. In reality the bracket would at most experience half of that 
force. A scenario that supports this would be that the front brake system goes out and the truck 
relies on the rear two calipers to stop the vehicle. For the initial analysis of the bracket half of the 
total braking force will be used to calculate the thickness of the bracket. From this point the 
equations that are used to calculate the thickness will be entered into an excel document to find 
the minimum thickness allowable according to the yield strength of the material that is being 
used.  
The thickness of the bracket was calculated using t= P/ (width *σnom), but in order to use this 
equation the nominal stress needed to be calculated. In order to find the nominal stress within the 
bracket a series of equations needed to be gone through. In order to avoid plastic deformation in 
the bracket half of the yield strength was used. According Matweb the yield strength of 1020 
mild steel is 47,900 PSI, for 6061-T6 aluminum it is 40,000 PSI [6]. For the steel a maximum 
design stress of 23,950 PSI was used, and for the aluminum a 20,000 PSI maximum design 
stress was used. To calculate the nominal stress that will occur in the bracket, the equation σnom= 
σmax / Kt[8] is used. Before this equation is used, the stress concentration factor Kt must first be 
found. To find Kt the equation Kt =  d/w is used [3].  The Kt For the upper portion of the bracket 
which mounts to the caliper is 2.85 [3] for both the steel and aluminum brackets since they share 
the same dimensions. Refer to appendix A-3 for the calculations. 
With the stress concentration factor now procured the nominal stress can be calculated using 
σnom= σmax / Kt [8]. When the maximum stress of the steel bracket and the stress concentration 
factor are placed into the formula the resulting nominal stress is 8404 PSI. When the same 
calculation is performed for the aluminum using its respective value for maximum stress, the 
resulting nominal stress is 7018 PSI. (Refer to appendix A-3 for the 1020 steel calculation and to 
appendix A-4 for the 6061-T6 aluminum calculations). 
Now that the nominal thickness is calculated the thickness of the bracket can be calculated using 
t= P/ (width *σnom) [8]. For the steel bracket the thickness was calculated to be .1187 inches. 
The next standard size of steel that is available would be .125 inches. When this calculation is 
performed on the aluminum values, the thickness of the bracket is .1421 inches, the next 
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standard size is .1875 inches. (Refer to appendix A-3 for the 1020 steel calculation and to 
appendix A-4 for the 6061-T6 aluminum calculations). 
The 1/8
th
 inch material still seemed to be thicker than the bracket could ultimately be. From here 
the data and equations were entered into an excel document to find the minimum thickness 
before the bracket would yield without a safety factor on the yield point of the material. There is 
still a safety factor of 2 placed on the load of the bracket. The data that was collected showed that 
the minimum thickness that the bracket can be is 14 gauge 1020 steel which equates to .0747 
inch. As for the aluminum the .500 inch thick base appeared to be an extreme case. When the 
data was entered into the entered into the excel document, the minimum thickness allowable 
according to the yield point is 12 gauge which has an equivalent thickness of .0808 inch. Refer 
to appendix A-6 for the 1020 steel data and A-7 for the 6061-T6 aluminum. 
Now that the minimum thickness has been calculated the deflection on the bracket can be 
calculated. The equation τ = G*γ is used in conjunction with γ=d/D [7]. The steel rendition had a 
thickness of .0747in and a width of 5.0625in in the area being analyzed. The resulting area is 
.378in
2
. From this area the shear force on the top of the bracket can be calculated using τ= P/A 
[7]. The average shear from the 4925.5 lb load that is placed on the bracket is 13024.6 PSI. With 
the shear found it can be plugged into the equation τ = G*γ, the shear modulus of elasticity that 
was sourced from Matweb.com is 11600000 PSI. The resulting angle of deflection is then .0011 
radians. This can then be placed into the equation γ=d/D, with a height of 1.6012 in at the cross 
section being analyzed. The resulting deflection that occurs in this section is .002 in which 
comes in less than the requirement of a maximum deflection of .005 in.   
The same format for finding the deflection was used for the aluminum bracket. The thickness of 
the aluminum bracket was .0808 in and a width of 5.0625in. The resulting area of this section is 
.4091in
2
. The average shear could then be found on the top edge of the bracket using τ= P/A, the 
average shear in the aluminum bracket is 12041.3 PSI. The shear modulus of elasticity for 
aluminum according to Matweb.com is 3770000 PSI [6]. Using the shear modulus and the 
average shear in the equation τ = G*γ, gave an angle of deflection at .00319 radians. This angle 
and a width of 1.6012 in was placed into the equation γ=d/D, which resulted in a deflection of 
.0051 in. Refer to appendix A-8 and A-9 for the complete deflection calculations for the steel 
and aluminum brackets. 
Now that the deflection in the parallel direction with the rotor was found now the deflection in 
the perpendicular direction needed to be found. First the load from actuating the parking brake 
was found. The resulting force was 75.8 lbs. It also should be noted that the caliper is a floating 
caliper set up where caliper will float on the pins that are mounted to the bracket. This isolates 
the bracket from the caliper in a way. When working through the shear calculation for the steel 
bracket, the average shear came out to 200 PSI when the angle of deflection was calculated it 
came out to be .0000173 radians. The deflection could then be found which resulted in 
.000028in. This deflection is smaller than the precision of the instrument that is being used to 
measure the deflection which is .001 in.  
The aluminum bracket was performed in an identical way which used an average shear of 185.31 
PSI.  This shear was then used to find the angle of deflection which came out to be .000004915 
radians. From this the deflection of the bracket could be found. The deflection in the aluminum 
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bracket is .00000787 in. This deflection is also smaller than the precision of the instrument that 
is being used to measure the deflection. With both of deflections smaller than the precision of the 
instrument being used this deflection will not be able to be measured in the same manner. These 
deflections are also below than the requirement that was stated earlier. 
 
With the change in material from 1020 hot rolled steel to A-1008 for availability reasons, the 
required minimum thickness of material is .1046in. also known as 12GA. The deflection for the 
new thicker bracket resulted in a deflection of .001in in the parallel plane with the rotor. The 
deflection of the bracket in the perpendicular plane to the rotor from the emergency braking 
action is .00002in. which is too small for the instruments that are being used in this project to 
measure. This shows that the bracket will meet the requirements and not deflect when placed 
under a load.   
The analysis for the second phase of the project is included in the appendix pages A-11 to A-14 
and has the step by step calculations to get the thickness required for the second phase. It will be 
noted at this time that the thickness of the 1020 steel bracket is .25in. thick and the 6061-T6 
aluminum bracket is .25in.  
Performance Prediction: 
After this bracket has been designed, produced, and implemented on the 1986 Toyota pickup test 
subject, The truck will be ran through a minimum of six braking cycles. The brackets and brake 
combination will stop the vehicle is 75ft from 40 miles per hour. During this time the brackets 
will experience a load of 4925.5 lbs. of force and will not shear off the mounting locations 
because the stress that occurs in the bracket will be half of the yield stress preventing it from 
plastically deforming. The bracket will withstand all of the off-road abuse that the truck is 
accustom to seeing (ex: bouncing over rocks and going through rutted roads.) The deflection of 
the bracket will not exceed .005 in. in the parallel plane to the rotor and will not deflect more 
than .002in. in the perpendicular plane to the rotor when the emergency brake is applied. From 
the analysis, the steel bracket was found to deflect .001in. in the parallel plane to the axle and 
.000020in. in the perpendicular plane when the emergency brake is applied. The 6061-T6 
aluminum rendition was predicted to deflect .005in. in the parallel plane and .00000787 in. in the 
same plane as the emergency braking action. The small amount of deflection will not plastically 
deform the bracket which would render it useless. The braking system should weigh 
approximately 20 percent less than the previous drum system because of how light weight the 
bracket will be. The thickness of the bracket is being optimized to save weight within the rear 
braking system which in-turn reduces the overall weight of the vehicle. When a thinner bracket is 
produced the cost related to the raw material that is used is also less than that of the competitors 
thicker bracket material.  
Device Shape: 
The shape of the bracket was dictated by the Ford Mustang caliper and the flange on the Toyota 
axle. The bolt hole location was priority, and these holes are in a fixed location to ensure proper 
depth of the caliper on the rotor. The outside dimension where the bracket mounts to the axle 
was designed to be the same outside dimension of the axle flange ears. The outside dimension 
where the caliper mounts to the bracket was designed to have a distance of .300” from the 
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outside edge of the bolt hole to the outside edge of the bracket to ensure that there was enough 
material to prevent the caliper from wallowing out the mounting holes.   
 
Tolerances: 
The tolerance that will be performed on the bracket is to the thousandth of an inch. The reason 
that the tolerance is to this degree is because the equipment that will be used to make the bracket 
can only measure to the accuracy of the tools. The requirements are only measured to the 
thousandth meaning there is no need to go any further with accuracy on measurements. 
 
Failure Mode Analysis/ Safety Factors: 
After concluding the final thickness of the bracket that is to be used during the construction 
phase of this project, the safety factor for the .1046 in. bracket can be calculated. The equation 
that is used to calculate the safety factor on the bracket is the Goodman equation, 1/N = (Kt σa / 
S’n) + (σm/ Su) [8] This equation produced a safety factor of 3.93 for the upper location where the 
caliper mounts to the bracket. Appendix A-16 has the hand calculation to show the steps and the 
value that were used to receive the final resulting safety factor of 3.93. The remaining safety 
factor calculations for the lower and upper mounting locations along with phase II thicknesses 
and the different materials are included in Appendix A-17 and A-18. 
 It should be noted that phase I of this project is designed for the specific truck that is the test 
vehicle. Any vehicle with larger tires and heavier curb weight would result in a plastic 
deformation of the brackets that are .1046in. and .0808in. thick, which leads to the ultimate 
failure of the bracket. The safety factor that is associated with the brackets is considered the 
“ideal situation” where all of the mounting bolts for the bracket are present and secure. The 
“worst case scenario” where only two lower mounting bolts and one upper caliper mounting bolt 
are somehow holding the caliper to the axle will also be included in Appendix A-18. The 
disclaimer is with this worst case scenario safety factor is, is that the caliper itself would rotate 
around the one bolt holding the caliper and not properly stop the vehicle and cause premature 
failure of the bracket and damage to the vehicle. The emergency brake is technically being used 
as a parking brake for the current vehicle. This means that the only time that it will be applied is 
when the vehicle is stopped. Although the emergency brake can be applied in an emergency 
braking  situation, the pulling of the cable perpendicular to the bracket does not cause a 
significant amount of deflection, thus it would experience the similar braking conditions as that 
of applying the brakes as would be done normally.   
 
METHODS & CONSTRUCTION 
 
Intended Solution: 
The brackets will be constructed in two different sets. One steel construction and the other will 
be aluminum. The aluminum bracket will be machined out in the machining lab at Central 
Washington University, while the steel bracket will be plasma cut out in the foundry at Central. 
The steel bracket and aluminum bracket will undergo a secondary process of being bent to 
ensure proper caliper alignment.  
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Construction of the disc brake bracket:  
The aluminum brackets will be constructed of one solid piece of 6061-T6.The drawing that is 
produced on SolidWorks will be transformed into a dxf file which will be used for the program 
needed to cut the brackets out on the plasma table. It shall be noted that the flat pattern that is 
being used to render the dxf. files is universal for both phase I and phase II of the build. The 
thickness is the only variation to the design. The flat pattern has been designed with the thought 
of machining the outer edges after being cut to produce a cleaner look and has been compensated 
in size accordingly. The program for the plasma table will be written on the computer that 
accompanies the machine. Once the part is programmed and ready to cut the brackets will be cut 
on the outer shape of the bracket and the holes will be cut on the plasma table also to ensure 
location accuracy. It should be noted that the holes will be undersized when the bracket comes 
off of the table. From this point the bracket will be taken to the drill press where the holes for the 
bracket will be enlarged to their final size. After the holes have been enlarged to the final size the 
bend lines will then be laid out on the bracket using layout dye and a scribe. From there the 
bracket will be taken to the press brake and bent to the proper offset. The steel brackets will be 
constructed from a single piece of A-1008 and follow the same procedure that the aluminum 
brackets follow. The calipers and rotors will be sourced locally from either the junk yard or auto-
parts store to keep the budget as low as possible. Figure 3 below is the current design of the steel 
bracket that will be used to produce the brackets. Additional renderings for the flat pattern layout 
and phase II of the bracket are included in appendix B.  
 
 
Figure 3 
 
Drawing Tree: 
The drawing trees below are for phase I of the project. The phase II drawing trees would follow 
the same sequence as the phase I drawing trees only they will reference the appropriate phase II 
drawings. Figure 4. below is the drawing tree for the phase I steel bracket and Figure 5. is of the 
phase I aluminum brackets. Appendix C has larger images of the drawing trees for easier 
viewing.  
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   Figure 4                          Figure 5 
Parts List: 
The parts list is included in appendix D-1. The majority of the parts such as the rotors, calipers, 
pads, and brake lines are all purchased from Napa Auto Parts, The material for the brackets is 
being supplied by Jeff Gibson and is being purchased from Specialty Metals in Kent, 
Washington and through the Central Washington University machine shop. Finally the hardware 
will be sourced locally from Fastenal and all in the grade 8 variety.  
 
Device Operation:  
The operation of this device is to hold the brake caliper in position within a 15” rim. Under 
braking conditions the bracket will not deflect more than .005” in the parallel plane to the rotor 
surface. When the emergency brake is applied the bracket will not deflect more than .002” in a 
perpendicular direction to the bracket. The bracket will also be able to hold the weight of the 
truck (curb weight of 3500 lb) on an incline of 30 degrees.  
Optimization Parameters: 
One of the parameters that can be adjusted to better the design of the bracket is the thickness. 
Non-critical areas of the bracket may be machined down to lighten the bracket. The steel bracket 
will need to undergo machining in order to reduce the weight of the bracket to fit within the 
weight parameters that were set forth in the design requirements. The selection of alloy for the 
aluminum bracket can also be changed to increase the modulus of elasticity to decrease the 
deflection that may occur within the bracket. A 7075-T6 aluminum would have less deflection 
than that of 6061-T6, but the cost of the 7075-T6 outweighs the little added strength that the 
material would provide. 
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Benchmark Comparison:  
The steel bracket is 1/3 the thickness of the aftermarket bracket inherently making it lighter 
weight. The aluminum bracket is half as thick as the aftermarket steel bracket and since it is 
aluminum it’s even lighter than the aftermarket bracket. Without purchasing each of the 
aftermarket caliper brackets it is difficult to compare the bracket weight to the aftermarket ones. 
The assumption can be made that they are indeed lighter than the aftermarket brackets because of 
the difference in thickness. When the second phase of the bracket was analyzed the thickness of 
the bracket was increased to .25in. This bracket is not as light as the one designed for the 33inch 
tall tires and 3500lb curb weight but this bracket is still thinner than the current aftermarket 
brackets meaning that it will be lighter than the aftermarket brackets. The new optimized 
brackets should save a total of 10lb. over the old drum system. The stock drum assembly fully 
loaded with the drum came in at a weight of 27lb. The new disc brake assembly (bracket, caliper 
mounting bracket, and caliper) along with the rotor have a weight of 20.2lb. This shall be noted 
that this weight is taken with the .080in. thick aluminum bracket. The thickest bracket which is 
the steel .25in. thick rendition brings the total weight to 21.4lb. The new system shaves nearly 
14lb off of the total braking system.  
Actual Construction: 
The bracket construction actually took a much different approach than what was initially 
outlined. The first three brackets that were built were the phase II steel brackets; it was found 
that the Central Washington University did not have the proper jig to bend the required offset 
that the bracket needed. The brackets were then given to Chris Nichols who then bent the 
brackets but with an offset of .65in. rather than the required .53in. After the first three brackets 
were constructed and test fit on the actual vehicle it was found that the calipers required grinding 
of a casting rib in order to clear the aftermarket aluminum rim. At this point the remaining 
brackets were constructed at Wicked Fabrication in Auburn, Washington where the required 
.53in. offset was achieved with a custom jig that was built in house. With all of the brackets 
completed and ready for testing it was found that the jig that was used to bend the offset did not 
bent the brackets perfectly straight. This required additional bending and shimming of certain 
brackets to achieve the proper caliper mounting location.  
It was found that during the construction of the bracket that the time it took to bend each bracket 
decreased with each bracket that was built. The first bracket to be bent was the phase II steel 
bracket. A second test set of brackets were built to ensure that a time frame on the construction 
of these thicker brackets could be noted. It was found that both of the phase II brackets took an 
average of 22minutes to bend to the proper offset. Phase I brackets only took a fraction of the 
estimated time with approximately 10 minutes to bend each bracket. The method for timing the 
bending of each bracket was simply viewing the clock prior to and after finishing the last bend.  
There was also a time constraint of no more than 5hrs. in machine time per bracket. This is from 
the start of plasma cutting, all the way to final drilling for the mounting holes. It was found that 
the steel brackets were produced on the plasma table at a rate of 2 minutes per bracket for the 
phase II brackets and 1minute for the cutout of the phase I steel brackets.  The steel brackets 
were the only ones that were cut on the plasma table at Central Washington University. The 
Aluminum brackets were also intended to be cut on the plasma table but instead they were cut on 
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a vertical band saw due to access of equipment. With this different route of cutting out the 
aluminum brackets it created an unwanted increase in production time. It took approximately 32 
minutes per phase II aluminum bracket. The aluminum phase I brackets only took 13 minutes 
per bracket to cut yet it still took longer than it would have taken on a plasma table. The 
machining time which consisted of sanding the perimeter, drilling the mounting holes, and 
deburring the holes was the most time consuming portion of the project.  
TESTING METHOD 
The testing for the steel and aluminum brackets are straight forward tests. The two main 
requirements that have controlled testing data are the weight test and the deflection test. The 
remaining requirements and tests are either a pass or fail test. The tests that result in tangible data 
are outlined below on how they will be performed. 
  
Method/ Approach: 
The testing for this bracket will be a simple deflection test and weight test. The deflection test 
will be performed when the bracket is mounted in jig and placed in the tensile tester. Using this 
machine will allow the tester to place a certain load on the bracket and record the deflection the 
bracket experiences. The deflection that the bracket experiences during this test simulates the 
actual deflection that will occur when it is mounted on the vehicle. This will give a base line as 
to whether or not the bracket is safe to test on the actual vehicle. 
Test Procedure: 
The test procedure will begin in the materials laboratory at Central Washington University where 
the brackets that are built will undergo the loading tests. The critical parameter that will be tested 
is the deflection of the bracket when it is placed under load. To perform this test the bracket will 
be loaded in a jig and placed in the tensile tester in a manner in which the machine will pull the 
bracket in a parallel to the direction braking action that the vehicle will put on the bracket. The 
bracket will be loaded initially at 200lb and increased by 200 lbs. until the bracket deflects more 
than .005”. In order to test the deflection in the perpendicular direction the bracket will remain in 
the jig from the earlier test. It will be pulled in the perpendicular direction with a scale placed in-
between the cables that are used to pull the bracket. The bracket will be pulled until the bracket 
deflects more than .002”. The evaluation sheet is supplied in appendix G. From this point the 
bracket will be weighed to make sure that it is within the weight that was found in SolidWorks 
and within the weight specification that was stated in the requirements. For the final test the 
bracket will be mounted to the axle and fully assembled with a caliper in order to ensure that the 
caliper and wheel have no interference issues. Once the bracket has been tested in laboratory it 
will be mounted on the vehicle and actually be put through a minimum of 6 braking cycles from 
40 mph to zero in a distance of 75ft. video footage of the bracket will be taken to see what is 
going on when the brakes are applied. The safety that is being applied to the actual on vehicle 
test is the fact that the truck is a manual transmission vehicle. If the brakes were to 
catastrophically fail, then the vehicle could be brought to a stop using the compression from the 
engine to slow the vehicle down. The other factor of safety that is being applied is that the tests 
are being performed in a closed location where other vehicles or individuals will not interfere 
with the testing or be involved if the testing were to fail. Figure 6 below is of the test jig that was 
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used to place load on each of the brackets prior to testing on the vehicle. The strengthened test 
jig is displayed in figure 7 showing the back brace and forward plate that were added to 
eliminate the deflection within the test jig.  
 
   Figure 6      Figure 7 
 
Test Deliverables: 
The in house testing will result in actual numerical data down to the .001in. during the deflection 
test. Deflection in the parallel plane and perpendicular plane to the rotor will be recorded and 
compared to the requirements. The weight of an individual bracket will be taken and compared 
to the requirement. The weight will be added to the weight of the caliper and the rotor and be 
compared to the previous drum system to view the weight savings of converting to disc brakes. 
 
Test Results: 
After performing the bench tests in the materials lab at Central Washington University some 
interesting results were discovered. The first bracket to be loaded into the test jig used in the 
Tinius Olsen tester was bracket DBB-4S which is the .1046” thick bracket. When initially 
loading the bracket it was noted that the deflection that occurred was astronomical, to the order 
of almost .25in. This deflection was not predicted in the initial analysis. When the bracket was 
unloaded from the jig it was evident that the bracket had bent the .25in. plate jig and began 
tearing the lower mounting hole in the jig. The bracket itself did not experience any deflection.  
Once the jig was strengthened to ensure that it no longer deflected, the remaining brackets could 
be tested.  The .080 in. aluminum bracket reached the maximum deflection at 900lb. The next 
bracket to be tested was the.1046in. steel rendition, which netted a maximum load of 2000lb. 
When testing the second phase brackets it was found that aluminum bracket reached maximum 
deflection at 3200lb. The Steel bracket was found to deflect at 2200lb. The test sheets that were 
recorded on are included in appendix I. The graph below in figure 8. Is a graphical representation 
of the results that were recorded. 
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Figure 8 
The on vehicle testing resulted in more tangible results that accurate to what actually occur on 
the test vehicle. The on vehicle testing data was collected via a remote camera and a dial 
indicator that was mounted to the axle flange. While this was a very accurate way to measure the 
actual deflection on the bracket it was still difficult to get a very accurate measurement. The road 
vibration caused the needle on the dial indicator to vibrate under normal driving conditions 
without the brake applied. Once the brake was applied the needle seemed to flutter less and gave 
a solid reading. Figure 9. below is of the setup that was used to measure the on vehicle 
deflection.  
 
 
Figure 9 
When under extreme braking conditions the following results were found. The A-36 .25in. thick 
steel bracket deflected .002in. with an average stopping distance of 52 feet. The second bracket 
to be tested was the .25in. thick 6061-T6 aluminum bracket which deflected only .001in. with an 
average stopping distance of 51feet. From here the optimized brackets were tested, the first 
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bracket in this testing phase was the A-1008 .1046in. thick steel bracket. The deflection that was 
view was .008in. with a stopping distance of 54 feet. The final bracket to bet tested was the 
.080in. thick 6061-T6 aluminum version. This test was performed in three steps, the first was 
from 10 mph to zero to ensure that the bracket would not fatigue to the point of failure. Once the 
10mph test passed then the speed was increased to 25mph and tested once again. At 25 mph it 
was noted that the bracket had a resulting deflection of .004in. At this point it was noted that the 
40 mph test would not meet the requirement of .005in. maximum deflection. The 40 mph test 
was still performed and the resulting deflection was .010in. with an average braking distance of 
55feet.  
When the calipers were mounted on the brackets it was noticed that the emergency brake did not 
actuate in the manner that it was believed to actuate. The calipers emergency brake lever pulled 
parallel to the rotor rather than perpendicular which was required for the second deflection test. 
With the new direction of the emergency brake actuation this requirement became non-
applicable to the testing that was to be performed. Due to the fact that the emergency brake 
actuated in a different direction required modification to the current emergency brake system.  
With the modification to the factory emergency brake system it limited the actual amount of 
braking force that could be placed on the vehicle via the emergency brake. The vehicle was 
tested on a slight incline of approximately 8 degrees. When the emergency brake was applied to 
prevent the vehicle from rolling the modified system failed making the emergency brake incline 
test not possible.  
 
Testing Discussion: 
When performing the tests that were conducted on the 28
th
 of April it was found that the brackets 
deflected in a manner in which would not be experienced on the test vehicle. Each of the 
brackets twisted at the center of the bracket where the mounting location was pulling from. It is 
correct to pull from the center of the bracket as it was performed during testing. Yet when the 
bracket was placed under higher loads it was noted that the bracket had a larger angle of twist 
than what would occur on the test vehicle. The rotor on the test vehicle will limit the rotation of 
the bracket to .004in. When the .080in. aluminum bracket was tested it was visibly twisted much 
further than the rotor would allow. With the twist of the bracket being greater than what would 
be found on the test vehicle shows that the brackets would have withstood a larger load than 
what was placed on the bracket during this testing. Following this test will be the placement of 
the brackets on the truck and using video footage to interpret the deflection that occurs during 
actual vehicle braking. Figure 10. shows the twist in the bracket that is more than what would 
occur during actual on vehicle testing. 
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Figure 10 
When the on vehicle tests were performed it was noted that the dial indicator and the manner in 
which it was mounted picked up the road vibrations. Under normal driving conditions the needle 
vibrated at about .010in. making the baseline reading slightly difficult to read. Yet once the 
brakes were applied in a manner that resembled an extreme braking condition (slamming on the 
brake pedal) the needle settled down and was able to interpret the deflection that occurred during 
braking. The deflection can slightly be skewed from what it should be due to the road vibrations. 
Even with the road vibrations it can be noted that the data that was collected during the on 
vehicle tests is accurate for what is experienced on the test vehicle. 
With the issues that have arisen due to the emergency brake the tests that were to be performed 
involving the emergency brake could not be completed. The modifications that were performed 
to the factory cable system were not accounted for during the initial design of the project. It was 
believed that the Ford Mustang calipers actuated in a similar manner to the factory Toyota 
emergency brake system. After further inspection it was found that this was not the case and that 
modifications needed to be performed on the cable system. When these modifications were 
performed, the parts that were used to accept the modifications to the cable system were subpar 
and could not withstand the force of the cable tension needed to hold the vehicle on the 30 
degree incline. With the emergency brake now actuating parallel to the rotor rather than 
perpendicular which was thought to have been the case, prevented the perpendicular deflection 
test from being performed.  
  
BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
This project has some inherent risk involved; the majority of it is with the analysis portion of the 
project. If the analysis is not done properly, then the thickness of the bracket will have two 
modes of failure. One failure can be the actual failure of the bracket if the thickness is too thin. If 
the bracket is too thick then it will fail the optimization parameter of weight savings. Without 
making sure that the thickness is not optimized and all of the machine work is performed then 
the whole process of analyzing and machining would have to be done which time does not allow.   
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Cost and Budget: 
Currently this project is not being funded by outside sources and everything is an out of pocket 
expense. The current estimated budget for this project is at $512.96 in total for the material to 
make the brackets along with the components needed for the braking system (i.e. rotors, calipers, 
brake fluid, proportioning valve, and brake lines). Trail Gear sells a partially complete setup with 
rotors, calipers, brake lines, brackets, and mounting hardware for 439.90 dollars [4]. The kit does 
not include a proportioning valve which is required to properly adjust the brake pressure that is 
sent to the rear of the vehicle. The current cost of the project is at $487.14. This is more 
expensive than that of the current aftermarket price, yet it includes the cost of material to make 
each phase of the project both in an aluminum version and a steel version. I reality the final cost 
of the project should be much less than that depending on which of the brackets is successful.  
The current cost can be tallied to $447.14 with all of the material that is used not including the 
proportioning valve which is not included in the Trail Gear setup. For this reason it is not 
included in the total cost of the project. The current Cost of this project is still more than that of 
the Trail Gear setup yet it is including the cost to produce each set of brackets. So in reality there 
are three extra sets of brackets that are included in this cost. The actual cost of the Setup that is 
produced during this project would end up costing less than that of the Trail Gear set when 
comparing equivalent kits.  
The Cost per bracket was required to be less than 40 dollars in raw material per side. The most 
expensive material which was the .080in. thick 6061-T6 aluminum was only $22 dollars per side. 
This requirement of cost per bracket being less than 40 dollars was a success.  
 
Schedule: 
The schedule for this project is estimated to be at a total of 241.1 hours. The spreadsheet of the 
schedule is included in appendix E-1. The schedule starts from the first day of class (September 
22
nd
, 2014) to the last week of class (June 5
th
, 2015). The Gantt chart is filled out weekly and 
updated to keep track of the tasks at hand. The schedule has the specific tasks that need to be 
accomplished, when they are started and how far complete they are at that point in the project. 
The analysis of the brackets must be completed by December 8
th
 2014 the analysis will include 
the critical information needed to design the bracket such as deflection and thickness of material. 
By March 13
th
 2015, the 6 brackets that are being produced must be finished and ready to mount 
on the axle. By June 5
th
 2015, the brackets will be mounted on the axle and be tested on a closed 
course to ensure that the brackets fall within the requirements that were set forth in the beginning 
of the project. The current hours that have been devoted to this project total out to 231.4 hours.  
 
Project Management: 
The lead engineer of this project will be responsible for entirety of the project. That means that 
they are responsible for acquiring the material, designing the bracket, purchasing the brake 
equipment, and scheduling the time to construct the brackets. This project will rely on the 
machinery within the Central Washington University machining lab and the plasma table within 
the foundry. If time permits, during the winter break the brackets will be produced at Wicked 
Fabrication on their machinery to speed up the build process. The drawings will be produced at 
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the Cad lab on campus using Solid Works to render and analyze the material used at the 
thickness that it is designed to be. From there it is converted to dxf. file to produce the tool paths 
needed to cut the brackets on the plasma table. Currently there is the option for donated steel and 
aluminum; these opportunities may be taken as long as the thickness of the material matches the 
required thickness.   
DISCUSSION 
Design Evolution: 
From the beginning of the project the thickness of the material has evolved. The initial rendering 
of the bracket had the thickness of the bracket at .25in. thick. This was the initial thickness due to 
the fact that the material that was donated to this project was .25in. aluminum and .1875in. steel. 
After working through the initial analysis the thickness of the material was cut in half to .125in. 
aluminum. At this time the safety factor of 2 was still implemented on the load and the safety 
factor of 2 was also placed on the yield strength of the material. After further investigation it was 
felt that the safety factor on the yield could be removed due to the fact that the load was double 
what it will be during actual testing. By doing so, it resulted in a new thickness of .0808in. for 
the aluminum bracket and .0747in. for the steel bracket. Once it was found that no supplier 
stocked the 1020 steel, the decision was made to change to an A-1008 steel which had a resulting 
thickness of .1046in. 
 
With the new thickness of material found the deflection of the bracket needed to be calculated to 
make sure that it was within the requirements that were set forth at the beginning of the project. 
The steel rendition of the bracket was found to have a deflection of .002in. This is well within 
the parameter of .005in. When the deflection of the aluminum bracket was calculated it was 
found to have a deflection of .0051in, which is over the requirement. Even though this is over the 
equipment that is being used to measure the deflection only has a precision of .001in. this means 
when the deflection is measured it will land right at the cusp of the deflection requirement. To 
remedy this situation, the thickness of the material could be increased to the next gauge size. By 
doing so, it will reduce the amount of deflection and allow it to fall within the parameters. 
 
This setup is designed for a 3500lb truck with 33 inch tall tires. The second phase of this project 
is to see what a change in truck weight and tire size would do to the thickness of the bracket. The 
new truck weight is estimated at 5000 lb. this is taking into consideration the addition of off road 
bumpers, bigger engine, larger tires, winches, and added off roading gear. The tire size was 
increased from 33 inches to 44 inches. The 44 inch tire is the maximum size tire that can be run 
on a Toyota axle (what the bracket is designed to bolt on to) before braking axle shafts. With 
these new parameters the thickness of the steel bracket increased from 14 gauge to .25in. thick. 
The aluminum bracket also increased from 12 gauge to .25in. aluminum. After the recalculation 
it was noted that the reason for the thicker brackets produced by the competition was to combat 
with the unexpected altercations to the vehicle. If a truck was built with 44 inch tires and 
weighed 5000 lbs. the bracket designed for the 3500lb truck would not withstand the increased 
moment placed on the bracket when the rear tires are locked up. The current bracket thickness 
will be produced for the test truck but it will be noted that for a vehicle other than the test vehicle 
a recalculation of the thickness must be completed or the bracket that was designed for the 
“worst case scenario”.    
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Risk Analysis: 
The risk involved with project has been reduced after the analysis of deflection and the critical 
stresses within the bracket at the mounting locations. This allowed the bracket to become as thin 
as possible and prevent it from plastically deforming. The load that is placed on each mounting 
hole is twice of what it would normally experience, this ensures that the mounting locations will 
not fail causing the vehicle to be inoperable. Having the thickness dialed in to the optimal size, 
brings the risk of the project down sufficiently.  
 
Success/ Future Design Changes: 
This project will be successful. From the analysis of the bracket it can be concluded that the 
bracket will successfully support the load that will be placed on the bracket. The bracket falls 
within the requirements of deflection and the requirement of weight. The bracket is also 
optimized to be as thin as possible to keep the weight down and still maintain rigidity. The 
simplicity of the bracket will also allow the final user to easily install the bracket on the axle. 
With it having the identical shape top to bottom it will make it universal to allow it to be 
mounted on either side.   
When these brackets are packaged with the Mitsubishi rotors and Mustang calipers they do fit 
inside a 15in. wheel. This is dependent on what style of 15in. wheel is used. A steel wheel has no 
problem clearing the caliper bracket combination where an aluminum wheel with less than 
3.75in. Of back spacing slightly rubs the casting rib on the caliper. This is easily remedied with 
grinding the casting on the caliper. Grinding the caliper breaks the requirement of no 
modifications to the calipers, but this requirement is a minor one that does not affect the end 
performance of the braking system. 
After the on vehicle testing it was found that only one bracket had passed each of the 
requirements that were set forth at the beginning of the project. The .25in. thick 6061-T6 
aluminum bracket was the only bracket that passed the weight test and passed the deflection 
requirement. The .25in thick A-36 steel bracket passed the deflection test yet it did not pass the 
weight specification of .5lb.  
Both of the optimal brackets that were designed did not pass the deflection requirement. Even 
though these brackets exceeded the deflection allowed, both brackets in their own right are 
successful in stopping the vehicle from 40 mph to zero in less than 75 feet. The .080in. thick 
aluminum bracket was analyzed deeper using finite elemental analysis and from what was found 
using this program was that these brackets would fail and plastically deform under the given 
load. The on vehicle tests proved that the bracket in fact did work and were constrained by the 
rotor and caliper bracket.  
 
Both of the optimal brackets vibrated back and forth during the normal driving conditions 
causing the caliper mounting bracket to dig into the rotor. The rigidity may be increased within 
the bracket by adding a flared edge around the perimeter of the bracket. This would cause the 
moment of inertia within that plane to increase and prevent the bracket from vibrating back and 
forth into the rotor. This would also decrease the amount of deflection that is seen within the 
bracket and this flared edge may in fact bring the optimized bracket within the specification set 
forth at the beginning of the project.  
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In order to remedy the emergency brake actuation issue it would be possible to source a set of 
emergency brake cable that are used of Ford Explorers. These cables have the same ends as that 
of the Mustang which will allow the cables to attach to the calipers yet with an increased length 
to properly match the longer wheelbase. These cables would allow the use of a cable system 
similar to that of the factory Toyota system. This would fail the requirement of using the stock 
emergency brake system, yet it would still be a cost effective alternative to the use of the 
$400.00 transfer case emergency brake system.  
 
Second Phase: 
The next phase of this project would be to further reduce the weight of the bracket and possible 
view different materials. To reduce the weight even further than it currently is, the center section 
of the bracket could be reduced in thickness or completely removed and still maintain rigidity 
within the bracket. The material could be changed from either steel or aluminum to carbon fiber 
which would further reduce the weight of the bracket and increase the rigidity of the bracket at 
the same time.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The rear disc brake conversion brackets for the 1979-1995 Toyota axle, is currently designed 
from 6061-T6 aluminum and A-1008 steel. The steel rendition is made of 12 gauge (.1046in.) 
and the aluminum version is made of 12 gauge (.0808in.). Both brackets will be designed and 
shaped in a similar fashion which allows easy of production for either rendition. The steel 
bracket shows less deflection than that of the aluminum yet both the aluminum and steel brackets 
fall within the parameters for deflection. With both brackets meeting the requirements for 
deflection and weight, both are viable options for material for the brackets.  
 
The steel bracket will have less deflection which should be .001in.  in the parallel direction to the 
rotor. The aluminum bracket barely fits into the parameter of deflection with .005in.  as a result. 
When looking at the perpendicular direction deflection the deflection is less that .001in. for both 
renditions. The weight of each bracket also comes in under the weight requirement of .5 pounds. 
The aluminum bracket is the lightest which is .1 pounds per bracket.  The shape of the bracket is 
symmetrical from the left to the right. This allows it to be bolted onto either side of the axle 
making it simple for the end user to install them. The bracket and caliper combination does fit 
within a steel 15in. wheel. It was found that the caliper barely rubbed on the inside of the wheel 
that is on the test vehicle requiring grinding of the caliper which failed the requirement of no 
modification to any parts.  
If the bracket in either variation did not fall within the deflection requirements that were set forth 
then the bracket may yield to the point of failure where it plastically deforms and comes off of 
the axle rendering the brakes on the rear of the truck useless. This is the key requirement to the 
project the remaining requirements to the project are auxiliary requirements that do not 
necessarily mean the failure of the bracket. Coming from the production aspect, these brackets 
can be produced in large quantities with the simplicity of production. 
After the construction of the brackets and testing of them it was found that the in house testing 
that was performed was not a realistic representation of what would be experienced on the 
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vehicle. The rotor constrains the bracket from twisting as much as it did in figure 9. If the bracket 
was constrained in a fashion similar to what would be experience on the vehicle then a more 
tangible result for maximum load that a given bracket could withstand would have been found.  
At the beginning of the project it was thought that the mustang calipers had a perpendicular to 
the caliper emergency brake. Once the brackets, rotors, and calipers were mounted on the vehicle 
it was found that they did not actuate perpendicular but rather parallel to the rotor. In order to 
maintain functionality of the factory emergency brake cable it was found that simple cable 
extensions and rollers could be added to the system to provide level surface emergency braking 
action. The manner in which the cable extensions were constructed on the other hand did not 
provide adequate strength to hold the vehicle on the 30 degree incline as described. The cable 
extensions were constructed with crimp style aluminum cable stoppers and when the emergency 
brake was applied for the testing the cable stoppers failed twice. In order to remedy the situation 
a set of steel cable stoppers that are welded to the braided cable would better increase the 
chances of the cables holding on the incline that was described during testing.  
At the end of testing it was found that the only bracket that passed the requirements that were set 
forth at the beginning of the project was the second phase aluminum brackets that were .25in. 
thick. These brackets met the deflection and weight requirements that quantified each bracket as 
either a success or a failure. Each bracket in the end was tested on the vehicle and withstood the 
forces that were exerted on the bracket during braking. The .080in. aluminum bracket was 
predicted to fail the requirements as it did yet during the finite elemental analysis it was not 
constrained in the same manner as it was on the vehicle. This extra constraint allowed the 
bracket to successfully stop the vehicle. Even though the two optimized brackets failed the 
maximum deflection requirement, they were not grossly over the limit to the point where the 
brackets plastically deformed proving that they could in fact stop the vehicle. Figure 11. Below 
is an image of the final product on the test vehicle in working order. 
 
Figure 11 
When placing the order for the steel it was found that the 1020 steel was not available in the 
thickness or size plate that was required for the project. This required finding out what steels the 
suppliers had in stock and then going back through the analysis to ensure the thickness was 
correct. It was found that the thickness did increase from 14GA to 12GA. The use of excel 
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allowed for quick iterations with different types of material. After the original hand calculations 
it was simple to place the equations into excel and receive a new thickness for a given material. 
  
After examination of the competitor’s brackets it is now known why the brackets are 3/8” thick. 
The aftermarket designs their brackets to the worst case scenario of a heavy weight truck with 
very large tires (44 inch range). This way, when a customer employs the brackets on their vehicle 
the brackets do not fail. The brackets that are designed during this project are strictly designed to 
work with the test vehicle that was used throughout this project and not on anything else. The 
second phase brackets can be employed and produced for any other Toyota axle based vehicle 
due to the compensation for a heavier vehicle and larger tires.  
This project was a large learning experience. Schedules and documentation have become key in 
ensuring the success of not only this project but any future projects. Without documenting where 
analysis and deliverables have come from it makes it hard to justify that the final result has 
confidence behind it. 
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APPENDIX A – Analyses 
A-1
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A-2 
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A-3 
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A-4 
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A-5 
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A-6 
Steel (Phase I) with 1020 HR steel  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
GAUGE THICKNESS
(IN)
NOMINAL 
STRESS (PSI)
KT YEILD STRENGTH 
(PSI)
(STARTING THICKNESS) 0.125 7980.56 2.85 22744.59
11 0.1196 8340.88 2.85 23771.52
12 0.1046 9536.99 2.85 27180.43
14 0.0747 13354.35 2.85 38059.89
16 0.0598 16681.77 2.85 47543.03
18 0.0478 20869.66 2.85 59478.52
20 0.0359 27787.45 2.85 79194.25
22 0.0229 43561.99 2.85 124151.68
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
GAUGE THICKNESS 
(IN)
NOMINAL 
STRESS (PSI)
KT YEILD STRENGTH 
(PSI)
STARTING THICKNESS 0.375 9312.00 2.75 25608
6 0.1943 17972.21 2.75 49424
8 0.1644 21240.88 2.75 58412
10 0.1345 25962.83 2.75 71398
12 0.1046 33384.32 2.75 91807
14 0.0747 46746.99 2.75 128554
16 0.0598 58394.65 2.75 160585
18 0.0478 73054.39 2.75 200900
20 0.0359 97270.19 2.75 267493
22 0.0299 116789.30 2.75 321171
THE MINIMUM THICKNESS THAT THE BRACKET CAN BE ACCORDING TO THE STRESSES IS 14 GAUGE
16475
19471
THICKNESS OF BRACKET WHERE THE CALIPER MOUNTS (STEEL RENDITION)
16 GUAGE IS THE MINIMUM THICKNESS BEFORE THE MATERIAL  YIELDS 
 THICKNESS OF BRACKET WHERE IT MOUNTS TO THE AXLE (STEEL RENDITION)
WHEN SPREAD 
OVER THE THREE 
LOAD POINTS (PSI)
8536
107057
23799
30602
42851
53528
66967
89164
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A-7 
6061-T6 Aluminum (Phase I) 
 
GAUGE THICKNESS 
(IN) 
NOMINAL STRESS 
(PSI)
KT YIELD STRENGTH 
(PSI)
STARTING THICKNESS0.1875 5320 2.85 15163
6 0.162 6158 2.85 17550
8 0.1285 7763 2.85 22125
10 0.1019 9790 2.85 27901
12 0.0808 12346 2.85 35187
14 0.0641 15563 2.85 44354
16 0.0508 19637 2.85 55966
18 0.0403 24754 2.85 70548
20 0.032 31174 2.85 88846
22 0.0253 39430 2.85 112374
GAUGE THICKNESS 
(IN) 
NOMINAL STRESS 
(PSI)
KT YIELD STRENGTH 
(PSI)
WHEN SPREAD 
OVER THE THREE 
LOAD POINTS 
(PSI)
STARTING THICKNESS0.5 6984 2.57 17949 5983
0.375 9312 2.57 23932 7977
0.25 13968 2.57 35898 11966
4 0.2043 17093 2.57 43928 14643
6 0.162 21556 2.57 55398 18466
8 0.1285 27175 2.57 69840 23280
10 0.1019 34269 2.57 88071 29357
12 0.0808 43218 2.57 111070 37023
14 0.0641 54477 2.57 140007 46669
16 0.0508 68740 2.57 176662 58887
18 0.0403 86650 2.57 222691 74230
20 0.032 109125 2.57 280451 93484
22 0.0253 138024 2.57 354721 118240
THICKNESS OF BRACKET WHERE IT MOUNTS TO THE CALIPER
COMMERCIALLY 
THE MINIMUM THICKNESS OF THE BRACKET IS 12 GAUGE 
THICKNESS OF BRACKET WHERE IT MOUNTS TO THE CALIPER
COMMERCIALLY 
THE MINIMUM THICKNESS THAT THE BRACKET CAN BE IS 12 GAUGE (WHEN THE LOAD IS 
SPREAD OVER THE THREE MOUNTING POINTS
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A-8 
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A-9 
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A-10 
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A-11 
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A-12 
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A-13 
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A-14 
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A-15 
New rendition for A-1008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PSI lb Kt
30450
11600000
Load on bracket: 4925.5 2.85
2619 2.57
Gauge Thickness Nominal Stress Yield stress Gauge Thickness Nominal Stress Yield Stress
6 0.1943 5,134                     14,632        6 0.1943 17,972                46,189         
7 0.1793 5,564                     15,857        7 0.1793 19,476                50,053         
8 0.1644 6,068                     17,294        8 0.1644 21,241                54,589         
9 0.1495 6,673                     19,017        9 0.1495 23,358                60,030         
10 0.1345 7,417                     21,138        10 0.1345 25,963                66,724         
11 0.1196 8,341                     23,772        11 0.1196 29,197                75,037         
12 0.1046 9,537                     27,180        12 0.1046 33,384                85,798         
13 0.0897 11,121                   31,695        13 0.0897 38,930                100,049      
14 0.0747 13,354                   38,060        14 0.0747 46,747                120,140      
15 0.0673 14,823                   42,245        15 0.0673 51,887                133,350      
16 0.0598 16,682                   47,543        16 0.0598 58,395                150,074      
17 0.0538 18,542                   52,845        17 0.0538 64,907                166,811      
18 0.0478 20,870                   59,479        18 0.0478 73,054                187,750      
19 0.0418 23,865                   68,016        19 0.0418 83,541                214,700      
20 0.0359 27,787                   79,194        20 0.0359 97,270                249,984      
21 0.0329 30,321                   86,416        21 0.0329 106,140              272,779      
22 0.0299 33,364                   95,086        22 0.0299 116,789              300,148      
Area of bracket: Deflection on Bracket:
0.529538 τ=load/ area γ= τ/G d=h*γ
9302 0.00080185 0.001
τ=load/ area γ= τ/G d=h*γ
143 0.0000123  0.00002        
The minimum allowable thickness is 12 gauge, the deflection that the 
bracket will experience in the parallel plane as the rotor is .001" this is 
well below the requirement of .005" The deflection from the emergency 
brake is .00002" which is not measureable with the equipment that is 
being used within this project and is well below the requirement of 
.002"
Thickness and deflection for A-1008 (A-366)
It shall be noted that the load is 
double what the bracket will 
experience 
In plane with the 
rotor
Perpendicular to 
the plane of the 
rotor
71,567                                
83,328                                
90,926                                
100,049                              
Lower mounting Location
33,350                                
40,047                                
44,450                                
50,025                                
55,604                                
62,583                                
16,684                                
18,196                                
20,010                                
22,241                                
25,012                                
28,599                                
yeild strength: 
Shear Modulus: 
Load on bracket at lower mounting location: 
Upper Mounting Location
Distributed over the 
three mounting bolts
15,396                                
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A-16 
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A-17 
 
Safety Factor Summary 
"Ideal Senario" 
Material: Thickness:(in.) Location of Analysis: 
Safety 
Factor: 
Aluminum 0.0808 Upper Caliper Location                   
3.08  
Aluminum 0.0808 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
1.54  
Aluminum 0.25 Upper Caliper Location                   
2.85  
Aluminum 0.25 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
1.48  
Steel 0.1046 Upper Caliper Location                   
3.93  
Steel 0.1046 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
1.98  
Steel 0.25 Upper Caliper Location                   
3.05  
Steel 0.25 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
1.59  
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A-18 
 
Safety Factor Summary 
"Worst Case Scenario" 
Material: Thickness:(in.) Location of Analysis: 
Safety 
Factor: 
Aluminum 0.0808 Upper Caliper Location                   
1.54  
Aluminum 0.0808 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
0.77  
Aluminum 0.25 Upper Caliper Location                   
1.42  
Aluminum 0.25 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
0.74  
Steel 0.1046 Upper Caliper Location                   
1.96  
Steel 0.1046 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
0.99  
Steel 0.25 Upper Caliper Location                   
1.52  
Steel 0.25 Lower Mounting 
Location 
                  
0.79  
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APPENDIX B – Sketches, Part drawings 
B-1
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B-2 
Revision 1 10/30/2014 
Drawing number: DBB-1S 
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B-3 
Initial drawing (10/16/2014) 
Drawing number: DBB-1A 
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B-4 
Revision 2 11/7/2014 
Drawing number: DBB-2S 
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B-5 
Aluminum Bracket Revision 2 11/7/2014 
Drawing number: DBB-2A 
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B-6 
Flat Pattern drawing (applies to both the Aluminum and Steel brackets) 
Drawing number:DBB-2SFP 
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B-7 
Phase II drawing drawn: 1/12/2015 
Drawing number: DBB-3A 
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B-8 
Phase II drawing drawn: 1/12/2015 
Drawing number: DBB-3S 
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B-9 
Phase II flat pattern drawn: 1/15/2015 
Drawing number: DBB-3SFP 
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B-10 
Phase II Revision 2: 2/16/2015 
Drawing number: DBB- 5S 
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B-11 
Phase II Plasma cut dimensions: 2/17/2015 
Drawing Number: DBB-3SPCS 
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APPENDIX C- Drawing Tree 
 
C-1: Aluminum bracket 
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C-2: Drawing tree for the steel bracket 
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APPENDIX D – Parts List and Costs 
 
Disc Brake Bracket Parts List and Costs 
              
Part 
Identification 
Part 
Description 
Part Number Source Estimated 
cost 
Actual 
Cost 
Disposition 
Brake Rotors 1995 
Mitsubishi 
Montero 
Rotors 
NB 4886378 Napa Auto 
Parts 
$102.58  $102.58  Order by 
10/1/2014 
Calipers 1995 Ford 
Mustang 
fully loaded 
brake 
Calipers 
CAL LE5095 & CAL 
LE5096 
Napa Auto 
Parts 
$173.98  $97.30  Order by 
10/1/2014 
Aluminum 6061-T6 
Stock (.080) 
NA Specialty 
Metals 
$20.00  $22.14 Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Aluminum 
(Phase II) 
6061-T6 
Stock (.25) 
NA Jeff Gibson Donated  Donated! Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Steel A-1008 
Cold Rolled 
(12GA) 
NA Central 
Washington 
University 
$15.59  $15.59  Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Steel (Phase 
II) 
A-36 Hot 
Rolled (.25) 
NA Central 
Washington 
University 
$35.70  $35.70  Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Proportioning 
Valve 
Brake fluid 
Proportiong 
Valve 
260-12627 Summit 
Racing / 
Mia Hell 
$41.94  Donated! Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Brake Lines ( 
Braded S.S.) 
9"Flex lines 
from axle 
to caliper 
RUS-657010 Summit 
Racing  
$47.94  $47.94 Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Brake line 
adapter 
fittings 
-3 AN line 
to 10mm X 
1.0 adapter 
RUS-641411 Summit 
Racing 
$16.97  $16.97  Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Banjo Bolts 
from Brake 
line to Caliper 
10mm X 1.5 
banjo bolts 
Rus-640680 Summit 
Racing 
$13.98  $13.98  Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Emergency 
Brake Cable 
Air Craft 
Grade 
Cable 
NA Jeff Gibson Donated  Donated! Pick up by 
1/1/2015 
Axle 
Hardware 
TBD TBD Fastenal 58.26 58.26 Order by 
1/1/2015 
Caliper 
Hardware 
TBD TBD Fastenal included 
above 
included 
above 
Order by 
1/1/2015 
   
Total Cost: $512.96  $487.14  
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APPENDIX E – Schedule 
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources 
 
 Central Washington University for the use of the plasma table. 
 Wicked Fabrication in Auburn Washington for the use of their press brake. 
 Cullen Hubbard for the help of installation of the brake system. 
 Chris Nichols for the help of bending the first three steel brackets. 
 Michael LeBlanc for the help of the cinematography that was performed to measure the 
on vehicle deflection. 
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APPENDIX G- Evaluation Sheet 
Disc Brack Bracket Test Sheet    
    
Tester:    
Date:    
Bracket Model:    
Bracket Weight:  lbs.  
Test Pull Direction:   Perpendicular Parallel   
    
Load: (Lbf) Deflection:    
200  in.  
400  in.  
600  in.  
800  in.  
1000  in.  
1200  in.  
1400  in.  
1600  in.  
1800  in.  
2000  in.  
2200  in.  
2400  in.  
2600  in.  
2800  in.  
3000  in.  
3200  in.  
3400  in.  
3600  in.  
3800  in.  
4000  in.  
4200  in.  
4400  in.  
4600  in.  
4800  in.  
5000  in.  
    
Maximum Load at .005" deflection: lbs  
Maximum deflection at 5000lb: in.  
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APPENDIX H- Testing Report 
 
Introduction: 
For this portion of the proposal, the actual deflection of the bracket will be tested and compared 
to the analyzed information that was predicted. The weight of the bracket will also be compared 
to the estimated weight that was produced from the SolidWorks Analysis. The following 
deflection tests and weight tests will be performed in room 127 materials lab using the Tinius 
Olson tensile tester. 
 During this process the brackets will be loaded either until they reach the .005”  deflection or to 
the maximum load that they will see, which in the case of phase I 2600lb. and during phase II 
7800lb. During the lab control tests, one individual will operate the Tinius Olson and another 
will view the dial indicator. Once the dial indicator reaches .005” deflection the load will be 
recorded and then the bracket will be taken to the point of the maximum load it should 
experience to record the deflection.  
The brackets will then be taken and attached to the test vehicle and tested after they have passed 
the lab control test. Once on the truck, the bracket deflection will be viewed via a remote camera 
system. The schedule for the lab control testing will occur during the first and second week of 
May. The remainder of the testing such as the incline test and on vehicle test will be performed 
the last two weeks in May. This is a tentative schedule and the actual tests on the vehicle may be 
performed at a sooner date. 
 
Method/ Approach: 
In order to accomplish the testing portion of this project a list of resources will be needed. The 
materials lab room 127 at Central Washington University will need to be used in order to use the 
Tinius Olson tensile tester to systematically record the data in a controlled environment. In order 
to successfully measure deflection using the tensile tester the machine will need to be outfitted 
with a custom jig that will hold each bracket in place and load it in the fashion that is 
experienced during braking. This test will also require a secondary operator to either record the 
data from the dial indicator or to adjust the load that is placed on the bracket. The dial indicator 
will produce data down to .001in. in terms of deflection. The deflection of each bracket will be 
recorded in 200lb. intervals. Once the brackets pass the control test and are placed on the vehicle 
the secondary individual will be needed for both the incline test and the actual braking test. The 
secondary individual will need to record the stopping distance that the test truck produces and 
the angle that the bottom of the frame reaches before the emergency brake begins to slip. These 
tests will have an external cost that will need to be added to the budget. Fuel will need to be 
purchased in order to perform the actual braking tests.  
The data that is being collected during the control test will be recorded on the test sheet provided 
in appendix G. The on vehicle testing will be recorded via a GoPro camera to visually see the 
reactions of the bracket under extreme braking conditions. From this film recording the values of 
deflection that show up on the dial indicator during braking will be recorded. These will be 
performed at maximum braking conditions where the brakes are applied rapidly and suddenly. 
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There are four individual tests that will be performed to ensure that these brakes meet the 
requirements that are listed. The initial test that will be performed prior to installation on the 
truck is a control test to find out the initial braking conditions that the drum brakes are capable 
of.  Before the disc brake brackets are installed on the test vehicle, the brackets will undergo 
their first test in the controlled situation using the Tinius Olson. Once the brackets pass the 
control tests, they will be placed on the truck and undergo the actual testing, where the brakes 
will be applied in an emergency situation where the brakes are fully applied instantly. As a final 
test the test vehicle will be driven onto a 30 degree inclined plane to simulate parking on a steep 
slope. The emergency brake will be applied to ensure that it holds the vehicle and prevents it 
from rolling. 
Throughout the testing there is an operational limit that can become an issue. The actual braking 
test that occurs must be performed legally and safely. In order to perform the braking tests, an 
open stretch of straight road must be secured with a minimum speed limit of 40 miles per hour. 
Without this secure section of road the testing cannot legally be performed. Another slight issue 
that may arise during testing is when the dial indicator is attached to the axle during the on 
vehicle testing it may be too shaky and bouncy to get an accurate reading on the brackets 
deflection. Some sort of dampening system may be required to achieve a visible reading. 
 
From these tests, two forms of data will be collected. The deflection data that is collected has a 
precision of .001” per the dial indicator that is being used. This precision for this reading is 
precise enough for the results that were required at the beginning of the project.  The data that is 
collected from the actual braking tests is evaluated in feet. Any other form of measurement such 
as inches or miles is not an appropriate form of measurement. The angle test that will be 
performed will be measured to the 1 degree mark. This is the precision of the angle finder that is 
being used throughout that particular test. All forms of the data that are being taken will be hand 
written on the data sheets that are provided with each corresponding section of the procedure. 
Once the data has been completely collected each of the test brackets will be compared to one 
another to see which bracket out performs the rest with respect to the weight of each bracket.  
 
 
Procedure: 
This section of the procedure is for the “bench testing” of the brackets prior to being installed on 
the vehicle.  
1. Acquire a bracket of each material and thickness, (.0808in. alum, .25in. alum, .1046in. 
steel, and .25in. steel) scale with a resolution of .1lb., dial indicator with .001” precision, 
jig for mounting brackets, necessary grade 8 hardware to mount the bracket to the jig, 
properly rated D-ring, and eye bolt. 
2. Mount Jig to tensile tester and fasten the eye bolt in the upper mount of the tensile tester. 
3. Mount the .080in. aluminum bracket in the “ideal fashion” where the bracket has all three 
lower axle mounting bolts attached to the jig and bolt in the accompanying load spreader 
bracket that goes in-between the two upper caliper mounting bracket.  
4. Attach the D-ring to the load spreader bracket and the eye bolt that is in the tensile tester. 
5. Mount the dial indicator to the jig to where it will not move relative to the base plate of 
the jig. 
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6. Acquire the evaluation sheet that is supplied in appendix G. 
7. Zero the load on the tensile tester and the dial indicator prior to applying the load. 
8. Begin applying the load 200lb at a time. At each interval record the deflection that is 
indicated by the dial indicator up to the limit that the bracket will experience which is 
2600lb.(this is if the front calipers failed and the rear of the vehicle was required to stop 
the truck 
9. Release the load on the bracket and remove the bracket from the jig. 
10. Place a new bracket in the jig and mount it in the “worst case scenario” position. (only 
place two bolts in the lower axle mounting location, one in the middle and one at either 
end. Connect the D-ring directly to the hole that is facing directly upward through one of 
the caliper mounting holes.  
11. Repeat step 7 and 8 until the bracket either deflects to .005” or to 2600lb of load 
whichever comes first.  
12. Repeat steps 3-11 for the .1046in. steel rendition. 
13. Repeat steps 3-11 except to a maximum load of 7800lb for both .25in. varieties of 
brackets (aluminum and steel). 
14. After the deflection test record the weight of each bracket that was tested on the scale 
with a resolution of .1lb. 
 
Procedure (actual braking test on vehicle): 
This portion of the procedure is only to be used when the bracket has passed the first procedure 
section. If a bracket does not meet the required deflection for the maximum load it cannot 
proceed to this section. 
1. With the test vehicle equipped with the factory braking system. Set up the course for 
testing.  
2. Acquire traffic cones, visual bystanders (2), GPS (to accurately measure vehicle speed), 
long stretch of closed course (must be flat) 
3. Start the vehicle at one end of the course (1 mile long with a start cone at the half mile 
mark) and bring the vehicle speed up to 40 mph. 
4. Once the vehicle crosses the start cone apply the brakes slowing the vehicle down to a 
stop, record the distance it takes to stop the vehicle. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 five more times to reach an average stopping distance.  
6. Remove the factory brake system from the rear and install the disc brake system. Initially 
with the .1046in. steel brackets. 
7. Mount the go pro and the dial indicator to the axle. Make sure that the go pro can clearly 
see the dial indicator and the values that it can display. 
8. Setup course as previously described (1 mile long with a start cone at the half mile mark) 
at this point set up a cone 75feet from the start cone. 
9. Bring the vehicle up to 40 mph and maintain speed until the starting cone.  
10. Once the vehicle crosses the starting cone apply the brakes bringing the vehicle to a stop 
at the second cone.  
11.  Repeat steps 8-10 five more times to receive an average deflection on the bracket. 
12. Repeat steps 7-11 for the aluminum bracket.  
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Procedure (emergency brake on a slope test): 
1. Secure an incline of 30 degrees.  
2. Drive vehicle up on top of 30 degree incline and apply the brakes. 
3. Once the vehicle is stopped. Fully apply the parking brake. Leaving the vehicle in 
neutral. 
4. Slowly release the vehicles brake pedal seeing if the vehicle begins to roll.  
5. If the vehicle can be held at a 30 degree incline with only the emergency brake the test is 
deemed a success.  
Results:  
Currently the results have produced inconsistent data. It was recorded that the .1046” thick steel 
bracket deflected .200” at 3600lbs. yet when released from tension and removed from the jig the 
bracket itself was not plastically deformed. What had occurred was that the test jig itself had 
deformed the .200” that was registered on the dial indicator. This deformation of the jig required 
an overhaul and strengthening of the test jig prior to proceeding deflection tests.  
After the Jig was strengthened each of the brackets were tested. The .080in. aluminum bracket 
reached .005in. deflection at 900 lb. The A-1008 steel bracket .1046in. thick reached maximum 
deflection at 2000 lb. When testing phase II brackets it was noted that these brackets will only be 
used on the test vehicle and were placed under the same load as the phase I brackets. The 6061-
T6 aluminum bracket withstood 3200 lb. prior to deflecting .005in. The A-36 steel bracket 
reached maximum deflection at 2200lb.   
The on vehicle testing was performed after the inconclusive bench testing. The initial 
measurements were difficult to read due to the GoPro being mounted from a long pole. With the 
dial indicator being difficult to read the GoPro was mounted at a much closer location in which 
made reading the indicator much easier. From the braking tests that were performed it was found 
that the .25in. A-36 steel bracket deflected .002in. when the brakes were applied at 40 mph and 
stopped in 52 feet. The second bracket that was tested on the vehicle was the .25in. thick 6061-
T6 aluminum bracket. When viewing the recording, the dial indicator only deflected .001in. 
under the braking conditions and stopped the vehicle in 52 feet. The third bracket that was tested 
was the .1046in. thick A-1008 steel bracket. When the brakes were rapidly applied it was found 
that the bracket deflected .008in. with a stopping distance of 54 feet. The final bracket to be 
tested was the .080in. thick 6061-T6 aluminum bracket which deflected .010in. and gave the 
vehicle a new stopping distance of  55 feet. 
Discussion: 
From the initial test demonstration it was found that the test jig was not sufficiently strong 
enough to support the moment arm that was placed on the jig during the test process. When 
testing the .1046in. steel bracket, it was found that the bracket seemed to be deflecting more than 
what the requirement desired when placed under a load. After working through the procedure, it 
was visually noted that the test jig was actually deformed rather than the disc brake bracket. The 
moment arm that was created while attempting to load the bracket to cause the deflection desired 
was not accounted for when the test jig was designed. An overhaul of the test jig was required to 
ensure that the disc brake bracket would bend rather than the jig which resulted in faulty data.  
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When performing the bench tests it was noted that the brackets deflected in a manner which 
would not occur to the extremes that were visible during testing. The brackets deflected in a 
twisting manner about the center of the bracket. This type of deflection is limited by the rotor 
and would be limited to .004in. During the tests, none of the mounting location holes tore open. 
This shows that the brackets are strong enough to support the loads that the test vehicle would 
place on the brackets.   
The oversight that occurred during the selection of the brake caliper caused an unforeseen issue 
with how the emergency brake was actuated. When attempting to remedy the non-operational 
emergency brake, it was found that the cable could be routed through the existing eyelet in the 
caliper and short cable extensions were made to reach the armature. When these cables were 
created they were built using aluminum cable stoppers and when the emergency brake was 
applied with a decent amount of force the cable pulled out of the stopper not actuating the brake. 
This prevented the testing of the inclined braking test and the deflection test that would have 
occurred if the caliper pulled perpendicular to the caliper like it was thought that it had.  
Conclusion: 
In Conclusion the bench testing that was performed was successful yet it did not result in proper 
data. The twisting that occurred during the bench tests was greater than what would occur on the 
actual vehicle and needed to be constrained to perform testing of each bracket. The test jig 
needed to be constructed of a material different than that of the second phase steel bracket. The 
second phase brackets had the same or higher yield strength than that of the jig which made the 
second phase of the bench testing inconclusive due to the fact that the jig itself can deflect more 
than the bracket itself. When it came to the on vehicle testing, the method in which the data was 
acquired and recorded proved successful. The only issue with this style of testing was that the 
precision of the instrumentation (dial indicator) that was being used was too great for the quality 
of the road. The roughness of the roads surface finish caused the dial indicator needle to bounce 
rapidly making it hard to get a precise measurement. The dial indicator method did prove 
effective in the fact that the video that was captured could be replayed over and over to view the 
actual deflection that occurred within each bracket. The dial indicator was able to smoothly read 
during the braking portion of the tests, allowing an accurate measurement of the deflection. With 
the emergency brake not properly working it eliminated the possibility of performing the incline 
brake testing. The manner in which the emergency brake was installed also prevented the 
measurement of perpendicular deflection that was originally taken into account for during the 
design process of this project. 
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APPENDIX I- Testing Data 
I-1  
DBB-4S Evaluation Sheet 
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I-2 
DBB-3A Evaluation Sheet 
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I-3 
DBB-2A Evaluation Sheet 
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I-4 
DBB-5S Evaluation Sheet 
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I-5  
Graphical Representation of bench testing 
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APPENDIX J- Resume 
 
GEOFFREY M. GIBSON 
1000 East Harvest Loop Apt. 1803, Ellensburg, WA. 98926 
Email: Gibson_geoff@yahoo.com 
(253)-880-5000 (cell) 
(253)-850-0136 (home) 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
Seeking a job with a mechanical engineering firm. Eager to apply my current education and 
hands-on skills, with a company that is seeking hard working, and enthusiastic individuals to 
help the company complete projects successfully and on time.  
 
EDUCATION: 
Currently a senior in the Mechanical Engineering Technology Program at Central Washington 
University, with a specialization in Manufacturing Technology. Will be graduating in the spring 
of 2015. 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE: 
 Employed at Wicked Fabrication which is a custom automotive fabrication shop based in 
Auburn Washington as a fabricator. Started working in the summer of 2009 learning 
much of the fabrication skills. Many of the skills include full custom suspension 
fabrication, sheet metal repair and fabrication, machining skills which include operating 
lathes, mills, and CNC mills, frame repairs custom exhaust design and fabrication. 
Worked with customers one on one to accommodate their wants and needs and informed 
them of what would actually work. Successfully worked in unison with other co-workers 
to accomplish tasks at hand on tight deadlines. Was able to return to work for Wicked 
Fabrication during the summer of 2012 and 2013 due to my quality work ethic and 
eagerness to work and impeccable attention to detail. –June 2009-Sept. 2011, June- Sept. 
2012, June-Sept. 2013, June-Sept. 2014     
 
 Personal projects have included design and fabrication of off-road bumpers for my 
Toyota truck which have been popular enough that other individuals have ordered 
bumpers for me to build. Custom design and fabrication of a stainless steel tubular header 
to accommodate a performance turbocharger for a high performance engine build for my 
Toyota 4runner. Custom embossing of an intake manifold using a miltronix CNC mill. 
Involved with building two composite laminate race boats.  
 
AWARDS: 
 Dean’s list for eight quarters at Central Washington University. 
 
 
REFRENCES: 
 Available upon request. 
